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Executive 
Summary

As the cloud attack surface grows exponentially, median 
time to repair (MTTR) cybersecurity vulnerabilities becomes 
a critical challenge. According to Gartner, 99% of cloud 
breaches in the next three years will be caused by 
preventable misconfigurations and coding mistakes for 
that reason, companies have been investing in more and 
more detection tools over the past few years. But now, security 
and development teams are overwhelmed by the volume of 
issues requiring triage and repair. Backlogs of security alerts 
are stretching MTTR to weeks and even months, depending 
upon the severity of the vulnerability, which increases the 
company’s exposure and risk of breaches.

How Security 
Fixes Became 
So Hard 
to Manage

Cloud development ushered in a whole new set of security challenges. As software developers 
began rapidly building applications to run in the cloud for both internal and external use, 
security teams found themselves trying to keep pace with the speed of production, continuous 
deployments, frequent changes, microservices, complexity of multi-clouds, and sprawl of 
disparate developer tools. 

To stay on top of the ever-expanding attack surface, security teams began deploying a wide array 
of detection tools, and in many cases, ended up with overlapping defenses. A single event would 
trigger alerts in several detection tools with little context and visibility into which issues mattered 
most to the business - in other words, which ones presented the greatest risk to the organization.  

Afraid of missing some facet of vulnerability in their new network configuration, some security 
professionals saw this redundancy as a good thing. Having multiple solutions protecting the 
same areas reduced the chance of a threat finding a way through the defenses. Any attack 
that found an end run around one security solution might be effectively blocked by another. 
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It’s time for the threat-remediation process to catch up to the speed of the cloud. The Dazz 
Remediation Cloud is designed for the explicit purpose of streamlining visibility into security 
vulnerabilities and accelerating development of fixes for detected bugs and platform 
misconfigurations across the entire software development lifecycle (SDLC). As a result, security 
teams can accelerate MTTR and close risk windows faster. 

The advance of cloud security to its current state of 
fragmentation - in which security managers around the 
world are treading water, working hard just to stay afloat - 
was entirely predictable.  

The dawn of cloud technologies required companies to 
completely rethink their approach to protecting digital 
assets. As business users began demanding Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS) and public-cloud–based solutions, 
transferring mission - critical data offsite and connecting 
to corporate resources from anywhere that offered Wi-Fi, 
it became obvious that protecting the local-area network 
(LAN) perimeter would no longer suffice. 
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45% of organizations will experience 
attacks on their software supply chains 
by 2025, a threefold increase vs. 2021,

Why Companies Suffer from Alert Overloads
However, threat detection has become the easy part of security. Figuring out how to fix 
vulnerabilities and misconfigurations, which to fix first, and who should take responsibility for 
those fixes is much more challenging.  

According to a recent industry survey, the average security operations team receives over 11,000 
alerts per day. The substantial increase in alerts is largely due to the increase in detection tools 
being used to find issues and the noise of duplicate alerts on the same issues. Most of these 
alerts must be manually processed by the security team, which slows down their ability to 
triage and remediate issues. Security teams that have stayed roughly the same size for several 
years are now tasked with protecting a sprawling corporate attack surface that grows larger 
every time developers release a new cloud-based app or update an existing one. As Gartner 
explains the situation in a June 2022 market guide: 

Companies deploy each security solution with the best of intentions. Decision-makers fear an 
attack and believe, hypothetically during the planning process, that the more information they 
can gather about risks, the better. They roll out security solutions designed to collect threat details 
from every corner of their cloud infrastructure. 

“The security technology market is in a state 
of general overload - with pressure on budgets 
and staff, and too many point solutions, being 
pervasive issues for organizations. Gartner 
clients continue to see problems with their 
environments where they have alert fatigue 
exacerbated further by complexity and 
duplication of tools.”

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cortex/xsoar-state-of-soar-report-2020
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How the Alert Environment Reduces Security Efficacy 
The absolute torrent of information that results from this approach is overwhelming to the security 
team; they simply can’t keep up. They spend an inordinate amount of time triaging threats. And 
the effort they must put into prioritizing risks reduces their bandwidth to resolve even the issues 
they deem most crucial.  

Not only that, but the information coming out of cloud security tools is generally not actionable. It 
may provide only limited visibility to the security risk and no transparency of the solution-delivery 
pipeline throughout the company’s complex cloud environment. Further, security analysts plowing 
through alerts may not be able to easily pinpoint which developer owns the code affected by a 
particular threat. In many cases, the speed and agility of cloud container technologies enable 
the dev team to spin up applications faster than ever before - without the security team even 
knowing they exist. 

This combination of challenges makes it difficult for development and security teams to assess 
and manage risks. Remediation time skyrockets across the board, and even the highest-priority 
vulnerabilities may take months to eliminate.  

For many companies, the emergence of the Log4Shell vulnerability in late 2021 shone a light on the 
possible consequences of this situation. When the vulnerability was revealed, security teams around 
the world immediately understood that they needed to patch every possible angle of attack as 
soon as they could. But figuring out the who and the how of getting those fixes implemented took 
some companies several weeks. While the security and development groups were scrambling to 
come up with a solution, the organization remained vulnerable to attack. 

56% lack the ability to remediate vulnerabilities 
with the speed necessary to protect the 
business from exploits and hackers.

Detect > advanced Remediate > slow
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Dazz: A New Approach 
to Cloud Threat Remediation

Cloud-forward organizations developing the applications that businesses and consumers rely on 
day-to-day need a new approach to security. They must find a way to reduce the flood of alerts 
pouring onto their security and development teams, triage the most critical issues, and close risk 
windows faster. Bringing the alert volume under better control, while automating fact-finding 
and the identification of issues’ root causes, enables security and development professionals to 
address issues with context and accelerate their understanding and remediation of vulnerabilities, 
whatever the cause. 

That is where Dazz Remediation Cloud comes in. It is a SaaS solution designed to accelerate 
engineering teams’ delivery of secure cloud software. Dazz connects to solutions within customer 
environments using read-only application programming interfaces (APIs), then organizes 
and reframes those solutions’ security alerts in a way that supports rapid understanding and 
remediation.  

Unlike scanning tools built to detect security issues, Dazz is focused exclusively on helping security 
and development teams move faster. To accomplish this goal, it tackles three important challenges: 

First, Dazz Remediation Cloud discovers and maps the code lifecycle from 
development through production. Within this mapping process, Dazz delineates risk 
throughout the code-to-cloud pipeline. It identifies and then aggregates alerts that 
reflect vulnerabilities and software misconfigurations - alerts generated by systems 
throughout the customer’s development and production environments.  

Second, Dazz Remediation Cloud performs smart root-cause analyses of all alerts. 
It deduplicates alerts across security tools, events, and time periods and eliminates 
false positives. This reduces the number of individual alerts that security and 
development teams need to consider. Dazz uses its patented root cause analysis 
engine to collapse alerts to their root causes, then automatically prioritizes those 
root causes for remediation according to the level of risk that the associated CVE 
(common vulnerability and exposure) or misconfiguration poses to the organization. 

Finally, Dazz Remediation Cloud streamlines remediation within the workflow of the 
responsible developer. This starts with accurate identification of the code owner. Then 
Dazz Remediation Cloud auto-generates a suggested code fix and delivers it directly 
to that individual. This enables quick neutralization - at the source - of vulnerabilities 
and misconfigurations created in the code-to-cloud pipeline. 

Discover

Reduce

Fix
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How 
Dazz Works

The patented, intelligent Dazz Remediation Cloud engine 
begins its fact-finding mission by connecting to an 
organization’s existing cloud solutions through read-only 
API integrations. Through these connections, it pulls into the 
Dazz platform extensive data on internally developed code, 
artifacts, deployments, and third-party cloud environments. 

Dazz Remediation Cloud has more than 50 prebuilt connectors for cloud-security tools and 
development platforms including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), 
Terraform, GitHub, Azure DevOps, and Jenkins. The list of prebuilt connectors is constantly growing. 
Better yet, the API architecture streamlines the creation of custom connectors to any cloud-
native infrastructure or security solution that is not on the list. Because Dazz Remediation Cloud is 
so adaptive and open, the Dazz team can build out a new integration within a couple of weeks. 

The automated identification of code owners is a unique feature of Dazz Remediation Cloud. In 
some companies, records of which developer is responsible for each bit of code are nonexistent; 
the entire dev team receives every alert. In other companies, this information resides in manually 
maintained spreadsheets. There are tools on the market designed to correlate developers with 
specific code, but someone has to figure out the correlations before entering them into the tool, 
and that can take substantial effort. By contrast, since Dazz connects to an organization’s source 
code, it accelerates identification of which developer applied a specific change that led to a 
vulnerability, which saves time at every level. 

Dazz’s proprietary root-cause analysis engine is also unique. By pairing proprietary analytics 
capabilities with intensive and automated deduplication, Dazz Remediation Cloud dramatically 
reduces the level of noise coming out of cloud security solutions. Alerts are automatically mapped 
to alert groups, which Dazz then mines for root causes using situational context. A single root 
cause, potentially with a single fix, might be derived from thousands of separate alerts coming 
out of a multitude of detection tools. 

Thus, the automation features that are core to the Dazz Remediation Cloud minimize the number 
of alerts that security and development staff must consider. Dazz subsequently prioritizes the 
alerts that remain, ensuring that humans no longer spend their precious time wading through a 
torrent of raw data or triaging an endless stream of problems. Dazz is truly a force multiplier for 
security teams. 
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Dazz Remediation Cloud ratchets up productivity even further by suggesting remediation steps 
directly in the appropriate developer’s code-repository ticketing system. The AI-powered code 
fixes are concise, contextual, and actionable. Automated generation of these recommendations 
streamlines alert response and collapses the company’s risk window—reducing the median time 
to repair, in many cases, from months to minutes.  

Dazz Remediation Cloud also includes role-based access control (RBAC) capabilities, so cloud 
security and application-development teams can view and report on only the information that 
is relevant to them. Dazz can generate reports on high-level metrics, or it can provide a deep 
dive into details that demonstrate the impact of a vulnerability or misconfiguration, along with 
the root causes. 

Discover
Map pipeline, aggregate alerts
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Reduce to the root
Find root cause, owner

Fix at the source
With context
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This rapidly growing technology company provides advanced email security to prevent credential 
phishing, business email compromise, and similar attacks. The organization uses modern security 
practices and tools, but its alert backlog was out of control. Security staff frequently spent nights 
and weekends manually deduplicating alerts-downloading CSV files from each security tool, 
mapping similar alerts, deleting false positives, and searching for code owners. Remediation was 
tedious and slow, with poor visibility into what had been done.  

Dazz Remediation Cloud took the company’s alert-response process on a 180-degree course 
reversal. Now, Dazz automatically deduplicates alerts, often on a scale of around 1,000-to-1. It 
identifies root causes, groups them by asset, and presents Abnormal Security’s core vulnerabilities 
in an easy-to-use dashboard. The company’s MTTR for critical issues has shrunk from weeks to 
less than a day, and comprehensive reporting on remediation enables security and engineering 
teams to audit their adherence to the company’s service-level agreements (SLAs). 

One large financial services firm has taken an aggressive stance on digital transformation, 
developing a number of cloud applications to support both internal processes and external 
customers’ investment decision-making. However, the security team was getting bogged down 
in the huge number of alerts arising from the company’s cloud security tools, many of them false 
positives. Root causes were difficult to uncover, and fixes were manual and time-consuming.  

The company deployed Dazz Remediation Cloud to improve efficiency in discovering and 
remediating cloud security issues. Dazz reduced the volume of alerts reaching the security team 
by more than 90% and cut MTTR by 93%, shrinking the firm’s risk window from more than four weeks 
to less than two days. 
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Dazz in the 
Real World

Every day, Dazz Remediation Cloud helps customers 
remediate thousands of CVEs in internally developed code, 
as well as cloud infrastructure misconfigurations. Dozens of 
businesses, from Fortune 500 companies to startups, rely 
on Dazz to gain visibility into the full code-to-production 
pipeline. Thus, they improve their development team’s 
ability to rapidly eliminate vulnerabilities and their security 
team’s ability to improve platform configurations.

Dazz Remediation Cloud is dramatically shrinking the cybersecurity risk window for companies 
including top financial services, pharmaceutical, and technology organizations. The solution is 
also reducing their alert noise to a fraction of what it once was. Staff are more efficient, and Dazz 
Remediation Cloud is even improving the relationship between security and development teams 
by facilitating collaboration and joint problem-solving. 

Any company confronting more security alerts than staff have the bandwidth to handle could 
benefit from Dazz Remediation Cloud. For example:

Abnormal Security

Fortune 500 Financial Services Firm 
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When the Log4j vulnerability became public in late 2021, the firm had approximately 3,200 
vulnerable containers in production, and all its security-scanning tools alerted on the issue. On 
the day of the incident, Dazz was able to reduce the plethora of alerts to 62 unique root causes, 
then auto-generate fixes and route them to the right product owners for deployment. Every 
vulnerability in the environment was remedied within four days, while some peer companies took 
months to fully remediate their Log4j issues. 

A FTSE 250 web-based fashion and cosmetic retailer has an advanced architecture and a 
modern DevOps process that ships daily updates via continuous deployment. The company’s 
security architects were having difficulty visualizing the organization’s ever-changing software 
pipelines, which meant they could not tell whether threat-detection tools were effective. Issues 
that should have been caught in development might not be caught until production, when they 
posed a real risk and were difficult to fix. 

The organization deployed Dazz Remediation Cloud to map its code-to-production pipelines. 
Dazz provides single-pane-of-glass visibility showing which tools are in use, deduplicating alerts, 
and highlighting security gaps in context-rich reports to security architects and the engineering 
leadership team. 

FTSE 250 Retailer 
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Conclusion: Evolve Your Cloud Security, 
and Breathe Easier

Bad actors in the cloud are continuously accelerating their attacks. Companies that take weeks 
or months to identify and fully remediate vulnerabilities in internally developed cloud solutions 
are leaving their customers—whether internal, external, or both - at significant risk. The key to 
mitigating this risk is to streamline the understanding and remediation of security problems. 

Dazz Remediation Cloud does not discover vulnerabilities. It plugs into the tools that find vulnerabilities 
and makes them better. The integrations that come prebuilt within Dazz provide immediate value 
to customers, even in complex cloud development environments. Time to threat remediate threats 
plunges, and cybersecurity risk mitigation is enhanced across the board.  

In fact, the extensive automation throughout Dazz Remediation Cloud transforms slow, 
cumbersome, manual processes into a new approach to threat response that makes both 
security and development teams more productive. 

The transition to cloud application development required a rapid shift to a completely new 
security mindset. Companies made that transition on the necessary timeline - but now it’s time 
to take the next step in the modern cloud security evolution. Dazz Remediation Cloud offers a 
breath of fresh air for security and development teams that are currently drowning in alerts. 
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We started our journey after years spent building cybersecurity products at Microsoft and beyond, 
but we wanted to take a different approach to securing the cloud and modern development 
environments - we’re on a mission  to solve a critical set of problems while improving the lives 
of security teams and their business partners, not by adding more alerts, but by simplifying the 
remediation process.

contact@dazz.io            dazz.io  

Feel free to contact 
our team to discover more:

About Dazz

mailto:contact%40dazz.io?subject=
https://www.dazz.io
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dazz-io/

